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President Wexler, distinguished guests, members of the student body of Hunter College and the class of 1978:

Thank you very much for inviting me here to be with you on this important occasion. It is quite an honor to speak to students on their commencement day. It is also a heavy responsibility. I feel as though I am supposed to represent your last chance at obtaining wisdom before you enter that wide, wide world out there.

It's hard to figure out what passes for wisdom today, much less plain old sound advice. If I were speaking before you ten years ago today, in 1968, we would be talking of ending the war in Vietnam, of flower children, of riots, of long hair. It's hard to believe all that energy and social activism, along with much of the silliness that went along with it, has passed into ancient history.

But right now a film company is making a movie of "Hair" in much the same way one might make a film about ancient Rome. A few weeks ago they staged a be-in in Central Park. Bounty hunters with old peace buttons did a brisk business in a sudden black market, because movie extras were only accepted if they were appropriately attired in Sixties garb. I for one feel a little chagrined by the realization that the Sixties are now considered a period piece. I never was a flower child, but I feel the activists of the Sixties signified a healthy skepticism ... that doubt was alive in our country.

[And whereas I respect faith, it is doubt which gets you an education.]

(more)
There is a new show on Broadway by Elisabeth Swados called "Runaways". In it there's a song called "Where are those People who did 'Hair'?" That song title raises an important issue: whatever did happen to the people who did "Hair"? Have they taken our nation's conscience and idealism into hiding with them?

Now I don't want to sound as if I'm glorifying the 60's; that's not my intention. But as I look around the city each day, as I talk with citizens and listen to their problems, I am struck by what I see as a failure of our young people to reach out and seek others as allies in the pursuit of just causes.

In the 60's the media focused on concerned youth. They were the ones calling for adequate housing for all classes in society, an end to racism, a revision of harsh police and judicial methods when appropriate, and a halt to an unjust war. We perceived a sense of caring.

In the 60's we read about Angela Davis and Jerry Rubin protesting for their causes. Today they are part of the "Me Decade.")

I am deeply troubled by this trend toward personal isolation. The compassionate tradition of generations of Americans is being sacrificed to this prevailing mood. I fear that today's youth are too caring about their future as individuals and not caring enough about the future of our country. Ten years ago, there was concern about the military/industrial complex and America's involvement in a war; today there is anxiety over professional school board scores and a battle to stay ahead of inflation. Ten years ago the mood was one of collectivity, and brotherhood, and belonging; today I sense an underlying mood of desperation for security, of loneliness and of indifference. } (more)
I do not believe you are the silent generation of the Fifties reborn. You are too smart, too aware, too sophisticated for that to ever happen. But you are, just perhaps, too caught up in the exciting spirit of the personal potential movement to notice how quickly and easily that can turn into blind self-interest. The "Me Decade" is stalking our country as if it were a blight upon a public consciousness, or a plague dividing up neighborhood togetherness. But what good is realizing personal potential if it means ignoring the needs of a society as a whole? What good is being accepted into medical school if there are still people too poor to afford hospital care? What good is being accepted into law school if most homicides in urban areas are committed by juveniles who can't tell right from wrong? What good is it to become a Certified Public Accountant if the bottom line is that we have many citizens who cannot afford to eat or find shelter?

It is good to become a doctor or a lawyer or an accountant as long as you never forget your less fortunate brothers and sisters. You are only as good as the good you can do for others.

There is an old myth that America is a nation of individuals. I stand here before you to say that our so-called frontier spirit is indeed a myth, that the one-man, one-gun frontier never really existed. We have always been a country of pioneer communities. We covered the West in the 1700's not on foot, but in wagon trains. Today, our suburbs, our colleges, even our ghettos are only extensions of those wagon trains. We are risking the greatness that has always been America's birthright if any one of us begins to think he or she can go it alone. Any one who does is ignoring his or her responsibility to become involved in the community.

(more)
In the 60's I would have stood here before you today and suggested you not move to Haight-Ashbury but instead join the Peace Corps and VISTA. Many of you may not be aware that those two worthy organizations are in fact alive and well and living in nearly every needy country in the world including our own. For those of you who would not even consider putting aside graduate school for a couple of years to enter the Peace Corps, then please let me suggest an alternative. When you go on to graduate school (and more college grads will continue on for post-graduate degrees than ever before), remember to preserve at least a Peace Corps attitude.

You're no doubt thinking that sounds lovely, but you're wondering what you can do. You're concerned with getting your first job after graduation, and you just hope it has something to do with what you've studied and prepared yourself for during your years here. I can understand that you may be thinking: "It's all well and good for her to stand there and tell me to concentrate on saving the world, but then who's going to save me?"

My point is only to remind you that our country needs your Peace Corps attitude, even if your nine-to-five career interest doesn't let you so much as move out of your chair. We need a commitment of concern. We are all recognizing that our planet has limited natural resources. As a result the demand on human resources is greater, and we must respond to that challenge. We have become so carried away with the concept of the technological revolution -- in effect saying, anything you can do a machine can do better -- that there are fewer tasks for people to do. But in fact, there is more for people to do, precisely those things that machines can't do, such as be generous, form emotional bonds, rethink the goals of society, struggle for decency and justice.

(MORE)
A machine can't say to a person going through a crisis, "Brother, can I lend you a hand?" If the ill-begotten fruit of the computer revolution has been the "Me Decade", then let's make a pledge, here today, all of us, to join together and enter into the "Us Century". May the Class of 2078 look back and honor us saying, "One hundred years ago today the human revolution was born."

How shall the human revolution be implemented? Not with speeches, not with resolutions, not with good intentions and best wishes. (What we must do is put our work where before we offered only words.) We must look at how we live our lives.

The most important area for change is the type of work we do and where we will do it. (Many of you are determined to join the professional ranks and become doctors, lawyers, and accountants. I am not adverse to that per se -- America needs more doctors, lawyers and accountants. But do not forget that while corporate America needs them, so does civilian America. While rich America needs them, so does poor America. In the 60's the message was to drop out. Today I propose a new message of personal and professional integration. Combine your own sense of well-being and career growth with attention to the problems of others. Join a law firm and do pro bono work for your community. Develop a medical specialty and contribute time to a medical clinic or public hospital. Become a tax specialist in oil shelters and work on reforming the tax code to better aid lower-income families. Combine your own interests with the needs of your community, sacrificing neither.)

(more)
The betterment buck does not stop there. Journalists can help guide community newspapers. Artists can teach in schools, senior citizens' homes, and hospitals. Teachers can devote more extracurricular time to tutoring the educationally disadvantaged. Business men and women can contribute their many skills to organizing community projects. (Every profession has within it opportunities for community enrichment as well as for enrichment of one person's wallet.)

The concept of service is the key here to mutual success. Service implies helping your neighbors, but it also implies a type of industry that is exhibiting the greatest growth in the job market today, the service industry. It is no coincidence that we see an increasing demand for specialists in advertising, public relations, management consulting, interior design, banking, and transportation. They are part of the vastly expanded service sector of our economy, a sector which is mushrooming particularly in urban areas. By thinking in terms of a career in a service industry, you are guaranteeing yourself a good livelihood as well as an attitude that considers the needs of others. I believe it is a healthy step towards the integration of our country's public wants and its private needs. (The human revolution, then, will be an age when informed populism makes its peace with enlightened professionalism.) And the place where this peace will be made is, as I see it, in our nation's cities.

(more)
It goes without saying that as more young people come to work, live, and stay in our cities, they will attract still others: our cities will thrive again. You could call it a social and economic ecosystem. Or, more simply, a positive snowball effect: the more you come to the aid of the cities, the more they will be able to aid you. The cities are also the places where you can do the most good, as well as live the good life.

The time has come to wish you all the best of luck. I will not say goodbye though. Instead I will say, see you soon, when you come to join me in the greatest city, New York, as we work together for progress and success for both our own lives and for our country.

Thank you.